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President Report
At its November Meeting
the Committee dealt with
a lot of routine matters as
well as the usual formal
stuff like correspondence
and finances. The suggestion was made to relocate the secondary compressor from the electricloco shed to another spot
nearby to alleviate the noise and the damage being caused to
the wall by the vibration. The sliding door at the end of the shed
has been eased and this too will help save the wall. We moved
closer to ordering a set of modern motors with compatible control-gear to trial in the club electric locos. Another suggestion
discussed was the installation of permanent cabling for the outdoor railway signals which could then just be dropped into a slot
for connection as required.
The DCC permit to operate an amusement-device has been renewed. The missing key to the mower shed has mysteriously
turned up in a Member's garden; was this the doing of Gremlins
or Leprechauns? Permanent wiring has been installed in the
electric-loco shed for the battery-chargers – many thanks to Mel
Kennedy for this.
The end-of-year function is going ahead. This will be, as previously advised, additional to the final General Meeting of the year
on Monday 14th December, and will take the form of a social
running day from 2pm on Saturday 19th December, followed by
a dinner in the hall at 6pm catered for by the Home of St
Barnabas. The cost will be under $20 per person, subsidised by
the club; BYO beverages. Wives and partners will be most welcome. All queries and registrations for catering purposes to me,
please, at 455 1642 or gemi@slingshot.co.nz
No speaker has been arranged for the December General Meeting so let's make it really interesting by having lots of Bits on the
Table to see and discuss. To celebrate the end of another year
there will be a more
substantial supper than
usual so don't have
two helpings of dessert
with your dinner.

Michael Forrest
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Editors Desk
And that was 2015! With Christmas and the new year fast approaching this months Conrod takes a reflective view on the year that has
been. Included with this edition of Conrod is the “2015 Year Book”
which summarises the last 12 months at OMES. I hope you all have a
good break, a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year. See you all
again in 2016.

In the News
For many members, summer means more time in the
garden cutting the grass
Safety Group
and pruning the bushes.
Gary Douglas
476 7311
Next time you go to trim the
Chris Kennedy
hedge think of Charles
466 7372
Fisher (77) of Retford, NotDavid McBride
476 1992
tinghamshire. Seven years
Stewart Robertson
ago, when the over grown
021 1480683
hedge needed trimming, he decided to do something a little different to
Jim Woods
476 1369
your standard box hedge. Being interested in trains meant he chose
to model his hedge on the Jinty class locomotive. As it took shape
more people started calling it Thomas so it now sports a face. Source: Daily Mail.
Boiler Records
Geoff French
454 2171

***
For those of you planning a move to Essex
in the UK, Conrod has found a place you
should definitely consider. This grade 2
listed country farm house dating from the
15th century features 5 bedrooms, wood
burning stove, original brick fire place, and
French doors opening onto 1.3 acres of
rounds. Also included in the 1 million
pound asking price is a 220ft gauge 1 live
steam model railway raised 4 ft above the
ground for easy access.
Source: Daily
Mail
Lachlan Clark

Editors Desk

From the Archives
With only a bit over a month until Festival Week this months “From the Archives”
features the OMES floats in the festival week procession in 1959 and 1960.
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Engineering Group Report
This last month’s engineering group meeting was a mixed bag in
the good sense. With working bee’s a bit quiet while waiting for the
plates for the railway to arrive back from Christchurch, others have
turned their attention to other projects. We are fitting an air accumulator at the station to give the points more oomph and control.
On the whole the meeting was quite well attended with the guys keen to learn about 3D
CAD and CAM machining. Jim showed how he
uses it for both in his workplace and at home.
Chris Kennedy had his Evening Star boiler at
the meeting to discuss modifications he wants
to do to bring it up to the AMBSC code. Nothing too serious, work wise. Good on Chris for
being pro-active in this area.
Geoff had some more beautiful work on his Railmotor to show. Brake operation bits. (See Right)

Engineering Group

We had a run down on the steam trials and general club fun day which went well for us on the
track. At the end of it Chris took the honours with
Bejax, Lachlan 2nd with Jubilee and Jim 3rd with
Bantam Cock. A few teething problems with the
Dyno car were noted and modifications are now in
hand.
There was a quick discussion about the proposed new tethered car track. But as
information was limited, no further progress to announce yet.
We will be doing our next ADR audit in June
next year. The H&S manual is undergoing a
review at present. On the whole our part of
the audit is up to scratch so should just be a
formality now.
Continues Over.....
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We have two bigger picnics for the 12 and 13th December. If
we can have some help at these, that would be great.

Engineering Group

The big washers for the track repairs are back from being galvanized, so a wee effort in replacing these over the coming
while should see this project completed.
Well that’s about it for 2015. End of a year that has seen a bit
of a rebuild around the place. Many thanks to all who have
been constructive and supportive to the club on the whole.
Next year should be a good year too, so please get involved and help where you
can. The old story about many hands etc…..
Hope to see everyone at the end of year OMES Christmas dinner and running day
at the club. And just now leaves me to say Merry Christmas and happy New Year
to Modellers everywhere.
Jim Woods
Photos: Lachlan Clark

Boating Group Report
For our November meeting we had 14 members present.
Club End of Year
Saturday 19th December is to be a social event starting at 2pm with tea at
6pm. For catering purposes please put
your name on the catering list if you intend to be there for tea. This event replaces our meal out as in previous
years. More details later.
Festival Week 2016
While the engineering group have put
up their hands to organise this for next
year, please put your name on the roster in the passage. It is a club fund
raising event and all members are expected to have an input to make this a
truly club event.

Boating Group

Labour Weekend Trip to Southland
The Saturday and Sunday of Labour
weekend were most successful and enjoyed by all who went.
Continues Over.....
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Midweek Boating
The midweek boating group had some very
good outings on the pond on fine mornings or
afternoons, depending on the weather for that
day. One afternoon session saw 5 yachts and
6 power boats on the water, the most for a
long time. The boating group also had a very
good turnout on Tuesday 10th November for a
Christmas Party with 15 boats on the pond.
This was a most enjoyable morning session.
Pre Meeting Boating
Although we intended to be boating on the
pond before the meeting it was virtually a
non-event owing to a strong and cold wind.
Only Ron Johnston was brave enough to
do any boating and his "Cost-a- Lota" handled the waves effortlessly. The downwind
legs were particularly economical on battery power.
We will try again next month for some pre-meeting boating. You never know it
could be 3rd time lucky for some good weather so come prepared just in case it is
a fine evening for a 7pm start. Otherwise our meeting will start at 7:30pm.

Bits on the Table and Workshop
We started with Keith Murphy with an engine
room skylight for his model of the
"Karere" (Wanganui's pilot boat). The glazing
was a press fit and protected with 1/16" brass
rod. Keith also had to do some repairs to his torpedo boat after it was holed, above the water
line, during his visit to Southland. The motor
also burnt out so has been replaced by a more
powerful motor. This makes it more like a boat
torpedo than a torpedo boat.

Boating Group

Brian Nunn was up next with his finished model
of the "Knight of St John", a vessel built in 1884
as a tender for the "Great Eastern". It was 147'
LOA with a beam of 22.5'. The model is nicely
finished in walnut and mahogany and is built to
1:48 scale. When the Knight of St John was no
longer needed for the Great Eastern it was sold
to the Turkish Navy.
Kevin Gamble has been working on his model of
a fishing boat and putting up an extension to his
shed to accommodate the lathe he has bought.
Continues Over.....
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Boating Group

Murray Wright reported that the airboats were receiving a new cage, to
accommodate a different motor/
propeller setup, along with a rudder to
match. Gary Douglas has been developing his scale railway layout. John
Anderson scrapped a previous ridged
sail design and started a new one.
Murray Vince had cut down a tree in
his back yard with the log being saved
for a future carving project. Bruce
Milne had realigned the drive in his latest model and it seems to be running
much better. He has also fitted rubbing
strakes to the model. Vaughan Peterson is putting up shelving in his garage.
Henry Goosselink had been working on
putting insulation in an external wall
and fitting out the new internals and
doing some non-productive gardening.
Next Meeting
Our next meeting on the 16th December will be the last meeting for the year. What happened to the previous months?
Henry Goosselink
Photos: John Anderson

Scale Railway Group

Scale Railway Report
Not so much to report this month. Relating to a question from the
last meeting of the tunnel mouth he had modelled (Conrod
Nov, 2015), Murray Gibb showed us pictures of the western portal of the 6230 yard long Totley Tunnel (Photo:
Wikipedia), west of Sheffield. The portal modelled was
near Grindleford, in the Hope valley. Murray had speculated that there might have been a pub near the tunnel
mouth (off a road which bridges the tracks immediately
before the tunnel entrance), however he was disappointed
to find that it is just a cafe when Mr Google was invoked
into the search. Maybe it really was a pub back in the
1950’s? Murray also showed us some interesting video of
the model airport (complete with aircraft taking off and
landing) which he had taken at Miniatur Wunderland in
Hamburg (http://www.miniatur-wunderland.com/).
Ferg Chalmers had done some repairs to two locos. He
had added extra pickups to an 0-6-0 tank and to an older
Bachmann main line loco, which are now going much better. He also displayed a Bachmann Spectrum 3 truck
Shay loco – a companion for Giams model perhaps?
Continues Over.....
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James Tamis brought along video he had
shot of the recent visit of Ab608, but alas
we couldn’t get it to play on our VCR. Investigations are continuing.

Scale Railway Group

It has been great to see Barry Stoddart
back on deck on Thursdays recently. He
has been getting back into his modelling
by running some trains on the ‘OO’ layout. We wish him well and hope he will
continue to improve over the next few
months.
…. And we wish all club members a
Happy Xmas, and look forward to seeing
new models from the Xmas stocking in
the New Year!
Brian Niven

Engineering Group

Steam Trials
Driver
Chris
K.
Lachlan
C.
James
W.
Russell
A.
Russell
C.
Hayden
B.
Hamish
T. *
* Dyno
Car
Error

Loco

Av
Max
Gaug Distance
Work Done Speed Average Pull
e
(m)
Laps (ft-lb)
(km/h) Pull (kg) (kg)

Average
EffiDrawbar Coal ciency
HP
Used (%)

Bjax

5"

1,796.71 4

126,190.25 3.39

8.14

21.04

0.12

1.17

0.99

Jubilee 5"
4,286.81 10
Batam
Cock
3.5" 2,131.34 5
Nigel
Gresley 5"
2,551.62 6

323,923.49 9.25

10.31

18.73

0.35

3.09

0.96

91,298.63 6.80

6.26

10.66

0.15

0.94

0.89

213,832.94 5.08

10.38

25.07

0.21

3.14

0.62

Butch

233,443.96 6.64

10.47

21.90

0.26

3.91

0.55

204,895.76 5.45

9.04

20.75

0.22

3.96

0.48

5,617.28

4.20

13.84

0.01

0.66

0.08

7.25" 2,979.58 7

Hunslet 5"

2,557.98 6

Verginia 3.5" 1,282.83 3
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Notice Board
Festival Week
Planning is well underway and below are the key notes thus far.
-6th to 14th of Feb
-10.30 - 4.30 (Weekend + Waitangi), 6.30 - 8.30 (Week excluding Waitangi)
-The roster is on the notice board. Please fill it in!
-Star advert is sorted with 21 sponsors
-Printed posters will be made available at the December General Meeting
-Trailer signs and Corflute signs are having the dates updated
-Other TV and radio advertising are being investigated
-There will be lunches available to purchase for members as usual
Working Bee
-A general tidy up of the grounds and clubrooms
-Tuesday 2nd and Wednesday 3rd of February
-6.30 pm onwards
Next Festival Week Meeting
-Thursday 17th December 7.30pm
-All welcome! Come along and get involved
Theme / Hall
-Models at different stages of construction and different era of the club
-Need the hall to be chocker
-Setup Friday 5th
OMES Missing Equipment
The digital battery charger from the club electric locos, (which was based on the
South wall) has been removed from our premises. Information leading to it’s recovery would be greatly appreciated. This is a valuable resource and could be put
to good use. Phone Allan Stevens - 488 2665
OMES End of Year Function
In response to a suggestion from the floor at the November General Meeting the
Committee has proposed that, in addition to the final General Meeting of the year
on Monday 14th December, we will hold a social running day from 2pm on Saturday 19th December, followed by a dinner in the hall at 6pm catered for by the
Home of St Barnabas.
The cost has yet to be determined but will be under $20 per person. Wives and
partners welcome. This is just an initial “heads up” and will be confirmed nearer
the date.
All queries and registrations to me please, @ 455 1642 or
gemi@slingshot.co.nz
Regards, Michael Forrest
Bookings
Date

Crew

Time

# Attn

Event

7th December

TT

9.30 - 12.00

50

Christmas Party - DCCCA

9th December

TT

9.30 - 12.00

50

Christmas Party - DCCCA

12th December

2.00 - 4.00

80

Christmas Party - Anderson Lloyd

13th December

11.00 - 2.30

150

Christmas Party - Grants Braes
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Editors Desk
Welcome to the 2015 Otago Model Engineering
Society Year Book. The Conrod newsletter has
many functions. It informs members of the happenings around the club, notifies of upcoming
events, and it showcases our club, and our members to the world. The Conrod also documents
the clubs history, achievements, and successes
and with this in mind the following pages were
collated from snippets of what has been a busy
year.
From my perspective as Conrod Editor there is plenty to talk about from 2015. I
took on the challenge in April following Brian McCurdy’s resignation from the role.
Brian had been the editor since 2012 and for this effort he should be thanked. I
would also like to take this opportunity to thank those members who have contributed to Conrod. This is a club publication and with your contributions it is becoming a magazine which truly reflects what is happening at the club and in members
workshops. Further to this I have to thank Garry Porter at Wickliffe Limited for his
continued efforts in getting the Conrod printed each month.
Over the past 12 months OMES had had a
fair bit of international exposure with a
photo of Vaughn’s fishing boat featuring in
Model Engineer and Chris featuring in Engineering in Miniature with his recently repainted and overhauled Bjax. Other snippets from the club have also been featured
in Model Engineer, Engineering in Miniature and Model Boats. Check these out in
the club library.
2015 has seen members travel South Island wide for other clubs events, many of
which have been reported on in the pages of Conrod. These included Southland’s
‘Great Little Train Show’ during Labour weekend, and Timaru’s Steam Weekend.
In May five members travelled to Geraldine to help Russell Arnott celebrate the
opening of his private railway. For many, myself included, this was one of the
highlights for the year; a testament to Russell’s skill and hard work.

Editors Desk

A new feature to Conrod has been
the “From the Archives” section.
This sections has proved popular
with members and has shone a light
on some snippets from our clubs rich
79 year history.
I hope you all enjoy this Conrod special.
Lachlan Clark
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From the President
In many ways this has been quite a good
year for OMES. In February we ran a successful Festival Week display, despite the
weather being uncooperative which meant
the proceeds were less than hoped for. To
compensate for that in August we held our
first model-train show in several years,
which also would have been more successful if the weather had been kind. Numerous parties and picnics have been held and everyone has gone away happy.
Conrod underwent a major face lift and is now a first
class production which is being noticed and quoted
around the world. Progress is being made in repowering the club's electric locos with the old motors being replaced and the electronics
being checked out. Modern motors complete with their control gear are now being
selected for trial.
The clubrooms have been upgraded with good-quality carpet
and brand-new curtains in the Members' lounge, and glazingfilm on the windows improving the look and value of the clubrooms' street frontage. Thanks to a charitable grant a new
stove was provided for the recently upgraded kitchen.
A lot of work has been done on the asset which is our premises, including two essential items – overhauling the multi gauge railway and replacing the roller door to
the steaming-up shed. Other maintenance-work has seen a lot of painting and
grounds-maintenance done.

From the President

Attendance at the monthly General Meetings has been reasonable and Members
have been privileged to hear talks by guest speakers Richie Wells on his travels in
the Southern Ocean, our Co-Patron Robert Storm on the history of railway turntables and Catherine Jowsey on hearing-loss and the support available for those affected by it. Some of our own Members have also informed and entertained us.
Many Members have had a
productive year with numerous
new models of all kinds seeing
the light of day. Groups have
worked together for the Society as a whole and more and
more Members are trying other
aspects of the great hobby that
is Modelling.
Michael Forrest
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Boating Group
It is with sadness that I have to mention the passing of Bob
Bennett during the year. Bob had been a long time member
of OMES and his main area of interest was in yachting. He
had the misfortune of breaking his hip with a fall and it was all
downhill from there. Our condolences go to his brother Les.
On a more positive note; the boating group is in good heart
with several new members joining during the year. There are
also several new or refurbished boats out on the pond from
time to time, evidence of a lot of work and hours spent in the
workshop drafting plans and profiles; some are now using
computer drafting software for this.
Other work has been in the areas of fibre
glassing of hulls, painting, casting, turning, carving, developing rigid sails for
yachts and particularly a club airboat project that is still in the fine tuning stage to
name just some of the projects that come
to mind.
During the warmer days the midweek
boat group have also made the most of any fine mornings or afternoons to be out
on the pond and solve many unsolvable problems. As in past years some of our
members went down to Invercargill for their "Great Little Train Show" over Labour
weekend and were warmly received by the Southland group making for a very
pleasant outing.

Boating Group

Henry Goosselink
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Scale Railway
The editor has requested that group
leaders put together an overall account
of their groups activities for 2015 so with
a little “modellers license” here it is for
the Scale Rail group.
We continue to hold our weekly meetings, every Tuesday evening, which are
very informal and usually involve the running and showing of new models of locomotives and rolling stock either made or
bought. The evenings may also evolve into group discussions and later on a
video/DVD on railway matters can appear, very relaxed and very enjoyable.

Scale Railway Group

Once a month, on the third Tuesday evening we go into the members lounge and
hold a slightly more formal meeting. On
these occasions we discuss upcoming
events, proposed new projects, staffing for
such as party bookings and any matters
that need to be considered by the committee at their next meeting. The evening
usually concludes with “bits on the table”
these “bits” can be anything related to railway modelling from kit and scratch built
rolling stock to the design of track and ways to model scenery, every so often we
will have a short “how to” session or demonstration. Brian Niven has taken over
the duty of recording what happens and supplies a report to the editor for inclusion
in the Conrod Newsletter. Thanks Brian. Once again these meetings often conclude with a Video or DVD.

One of the best bits on the table was this superbly finished, and weathered Two
Truck Shay, built by Giam Cole from a Roundhouse white metal kit.
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Developments on the two main layouts have continued with the main improvement being the implementation of digital command control (DCC) on the HO
layout. This conversion was carried out by Brian
Niven and Murray Gibb, ably assisted by James
Tamis and all the changes went on in the background with almost no interruption in “usability” of
the layout. This all happened with very little outlay
of club funds. Money was saved by using wire and
components such as relays that were already in stock and thanks to Lachlan Clark
who made a great cost saving suggestion. He suggested that we obtain an eight
amp booster for the layout and connect it to the command station on the N gauge
layout via a LAN cable. The cable was supplied and installed by Murray Gibb for
a very agreeable price. This avoided the purchase of a second command station
at a probable cost of around $400.
The N gauge layout continues to be improved by the
addition of small scenic items that Selwyn Bennett
seems to obtain at regular intervals and we now have
a new champion in Stuart Reid who is not only coming up with some good ideas but is actually putting
them in place. The first of these is up and running, a
small, animated, childrens playground in the park by
the main station. It attracted some favourable comments the first time it was viewed by the public and
there is more on the way. (Stuart has suggested a Hot air balloon, a person on a
trampoline, a boy operating a radio controlled boat). We still have ambitions to
install a signalling system and more lighting but there has been no progress on
these projects.

Scale Railway Group

The main event of the year for our group was undoubtedly the model train expo, it had to be renamed after we realised that the Southland
Model Engineering Society was already using the
name of The Great Little Train Show. The show
was a great success in every way except financially. Everyone involved enjoyed the event and
the informal get together on the Saturday evening was a real highlight for me. Thanks go to
Selwyn Bennett for not only coming up with the idea in the first place but also doing most of the organising.
We hope we can blame the weather for the
relatively low public attendance but we have
already discussed possible changes if it is
run again. We are also looking for any suggestions for improvements or comments
about what we didn’t do too well from anyone interested.
John Knight
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Engineering Group

Engineering Group

A pictorial highlight reel of 2015 for Engineering Group. Highlights include:
-Festival Week
-Coopers Creek Opening
-Working Bee’s
-Small Steam Weekend
-Timaru Steam Weekend
-Southland Great Little Train Show
-South Island Steam Trials
-Group Meetings
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Engineering Group
Tether Cars
A pictorial highlight reel of 2015 from the Car
Track. Highlights include:
-Festival Week
-Working Bee’s
-New Models
-Chris’s Brisbane Trips
-Running Days
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Health and Safety
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«Street»
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